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Introduction: During orbit DI 016 (October 2005)
Cassini’s Visual and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer
(VIMS) [1] acquired spatially resolved spectral data of
the Saturnian satellite Dione with pixel ground
resolutions up to 2 km. Additionally, the Imaging
Science Subsystem (ISS) [2] observed the satellite
synchronously to VIMS with pixel ground resolutions
up to 15 m. These high resolution data cover Dione’s
surface from 20°N to 25°S
and from 210 to 250°W (Fig.
1) that include Dione’s
major geologic units [3,4].
Therefore, we mapped the
chemical
and
physical
properties, across Dione’s
surface, using VIMS data, in
detail and analyzed them
with respect to geologic
units defined in Cassini ISS
images. Results regarding
the varying abundance of
water ice and rocky non-ice
Figure 1: VIMS-hires
material in the surface
observations acquired in
material are presented here.
Orbit DI016.
Processing of the VIMS data: VIMS data
calibrated as described by [5,6] were used for this
study. The method of [7] was applied to the VIMS data
to improve the S/N ratio of the individual VIMS
spectra. Chemical and physical properties were derived
from band depths measurements [8] of individual
absorptions identified in the VIMS spectra by [9] as
well as a linear mixing model [10]. In order to study
the relationships between the spectral characteristics of
the surface material and geological processes we
reprojected and mosaicked the resulting VIMS maps
[11] and registered them to the simultaneously
acquired ISS images [12].
Geological mapping: Mapping of geological units
was done based on Cassini ISS images with respect to
morphology. The following major units could be
distinguished in the observed region (Fig. 2): 1.
Densely cratered plains represent the oldest geological
unit (4.1 b.y.) [4]. 2. These densely cratered plains are
disrupted by younger regions e.g. the fractured plains

[13]. Different geological subunits of the densely
cratered plains could be distinguished (e.g. hummocky
cratered plains). No fresh impact craters occur in the
observed region. All impact craters exhibit a varying
degree of degradation.

Figure 2: Geological map created based on Cassini ISS
images.

Fractured plains: Regions that are dominated by
linear tectonic features (Fig. 1) are clearly separated in
the VIMS maps from darker cratered plains (Fig. 3).
The latter show the highest influence of dark rocky
material [7] whereas the linear features show
pronounced water ice absorptions at 1.5, 2 and about 3
µm (Fig. 3). Water ice absorptions at 1.04 and 1.25 µm
could not be measured due to saturation effects of the
measured signal or are subdued due to another surface

Figure 3: VIMS map illustrating
the distribution of water ice (and
dark rocky non-ice material) in the
observed region (left) based on
two endmember spectra (above).
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compound e.g. the rocky non-ice material (Fig. 3).
Several different sets of linear tectonic features are
covered by VIMS at high resolution. Despite there
different orientation and location on Dione no spectral
differences were measured. None of these features is
characterized by pure water ice as an indicator for
fresh material. Probably all tectonic features have been
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VIMS spectra of crater walls associated with impact
craters close or within the fractured plains indicate
similar amount of water ice like the tectonic features
itself. However, this signature does not correspond to
the heavily degraded morphology of most of these
impact craters (Fig.2). Probably these crater walls have
been reactivated due to the tectonic processes.

Figure 4: Global distribution of water ice (and rocky non-ice material), same color bar as in Fig. 3.

exposed to weathering including the deposition of dark
rocky material. This corresponds to a relative high age
of these tectonic features of about 3 b.y. in general
compared to 4.1 b.y. of the densely cratered plains [4].
Densely cratered plains: Although distinct spatial
variations with respect to the influence of the rocky
non-ice material occur, these variations could not be
correlated with the geological subunits (Fig. 2). The
global context of the VIMS maps makes clear that the
influence of the rocky non-ice material decreases
toward the leading side of the satellite, esp. when
looking at the equator (Fig. 4,5). Whereas water ice
absorptions are most pronounced at ~ 135°W they
weaken continuously toward 285°W. This corresponds
to previous studies that favour an exogenic origin of
the rocky non-ice material [9,13]. No distinct spectral
variations were measured between the parts of densely
cratered plains and the fractured plains located in the
central leading hemisphere as well as the fractured
plains in the trailing hemisphere. No distinct polar caps
were observed (Fig. 4).
Impact craters: Observed impact craters lie either
fully within the densely cratered plains but also at least
partly within the fractured plains. These impact craters
represent fully the properties of the terrain (substrate).
No signatures characterize the impact craters alone.

Figure 5: Global band depth variations at 1.5 µm as an
indicator for variations in relative water ice abundance
depending on latitude on Dione.
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